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CHAPTER - 1 
A SURVEY OF ANALYTICAL AND NUMERICAL METHODS FOR THE 
SOLUTION OF DAMPED OSCILLATIONS 
1.1 INTRODUCTION : 
In various fields of engineering and technology we come 
across Oscillatory Problems which are linear and non-linear 
differential equations in nature . If in a differential equation 
the dependent variables or their derivatives appear only to the 
first power we call that equation as linear differential 
equation. If power other than the first appear, or if the 
variables appear as products with one another or with their 
derivatives the equations are called non-linear differential 
equations. We frequently come across non-linear differential 
equations in Astronomy, Acoustics, Aerodynamics, Cable 
telegraphy, Electrical power circuits. Naval architecture 
(stabilization of ships) and so on. A few examples of Oscillatory 
problems which occur in different fields of applied sciences and 
technology are given below. 
l.THE MOTION OF A CLOSE SATELLITE OF THE MOON IN THE RESTRICTED 
THREE BODY PROBLEM 
Let us assume that the Earth and the Moon which are two 
large bodies (Primaries) describe a circular orbit about their 
common mass centre. Therefore the satellite of negligible mass is 
governed by the following set of equations of motion in the 
orbital plane of the primaries 
d^ x 
dt 
-C1-/J) 
(x - e ) 
— AJ 
Cx - s%) 
— 3 
2-
d y = - (l-p) 
dt — 3 r 
1 
Cy - ^ p 
- 3 
w here earth and the moon distance is considered as unit of lengti 
and origin is located at the barycentre. r and r are the 
1 2 
distances between satellites and the G^  , "0 ) and (^  , '0 ) arB 
1 1 2 2 
the coordinates of the Earth and Moon respectively. 
2. DECAY OF ORBIT DUE TO DRAG : 
For a spherical satellite in orbit around a Newtonian 
gravitational centre and perturbed by this constant density 
atmosphere in which the drag force is in the direction opposite 
to the velocity, we have the following equations of motion : 
m 
2 
d R 
dT 
GmM 
R 
— D sin Y 
d 6 dR dG 
mR + 2m 
dT dT dT 
D cos y 
where D is the magnitude of the drag force and y is the flight 
path angle. 
[vtoi VvoTi-iflnlU 
where 
1 2 
D - p V SC 
2. ^ D 
P- dT ' ^ 
dR/dT 
Y ' tan 
r U K / U I ^ 
dt ^ J 
/z 
p is the constant atmospheric density , S is the cross-sectional 
area of the satellite, C is the drag coefficient assumed to be 
constant. 
3. VAN PER POL EQUATION FOR AN OSCILLATORY SYSTEM : 
This system having variable damping can be written a? 
2 
d V „- C >i/2 dv 
+ RC ^ 
MO' , 2. dv 
(l-V ) + V :  0 
dt dt '^ LC dt 
where t - (0 T 0) 
V LC 
This equation can be brought to the form 
2. dy 2 d y 
dt 
r (1 -y ) - ^ + y = 0 
4. LINEAR SPRING MASS - DAMPING SYSTEM 
,2 
d Y dY 
M + B + KY - Q 
dT dT 
where M is the mass, B is linear damping, K is linear sprin 
constant. This equation can be written in the form 
,2 
d y „ dy 
+ 2^ — — + y = 0 
dt 
*2 
dt 
where 
(M/K) 
1/2 
2(MK) 1/2 
and A is the amplitude 
//////////////////////////////////// 
LINEAR SPRING K 
M 
y-
LINEAR DAMPER B 
/////////////////////////////////// 
All the equations describe oscillatory phenometia 
Kevorkian-Cole [21] . 
There are various analytical methods for the soiutioi, 
of linear differential equations in the literature. But it is nol 
so in the case of non-linear differential equations. Some of the 
analytical methods available for the solution of non-lineai 
differential equations are : 
i) Exact methods 
ii) Approximate methods Ca) Iterative methods 
(b) Weighted Residual methods 
(Galerkin's , Ritz , etc) 
(c) Asymptotic methods. 
The solution of non-linear differential equations by 
analytical method is possible if the amount of non-1inearit^ y 1 
small and , even than , available solutions a^re usually only 
approximate. Equations with considerable degree of non- 1 i nf^ ar i tv 
cannot be solved by analytical methods and only nurne: icai o 
graphical methods should be used. Graphical methods may be used 
when solutions of high accuracy are not required. Mumerica] 
methods may be used for solving many types of equations. 
Therefore they are of great generality. 
Numerical methods which have been used before were ver> 
elementary methods. Particularly with the advent of supsi 
computers , Numerical methods have attracted great attention ot 
most scientists due to extensive use of Numerical methods in 
different fields of science and engineering . 
In this dissertation we have discussed the latest 
Numerical methods for the direct integration of general second 
order initial value problems. 
f(t,y,y') , t > t 
y(t^) = y^  
o o 
v'it) 
o 
( i . L ) 
and the special second order initial value proble ms 
y" ^ f(t,y) t > t 
y(t ) 
o 
o 
y- " c ' = ^ ; 
(1.2 
which have oscillatory solutions. 
1.2. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF SOLUTION OF A DIFFERENTIAL 
EQUATION : 
In the first step of touching any equation we shoul.: 
find out whether there exists any solution for that equation anc 
this solution is unique. 
The higher order differential equations can be wtittei 
as a system of equations of the form 
y' ^ f(t,y) 
f - [f , f 1 2 
y -- [y, , y^ 
y^^o^ '- ^o 
f ] 
n 
y ] 
n 
1 ^:.) 
This is a vector representation of a n order diffarential 
equation. f(t,y) is either linear or non-linear, and the 
existence and uniqueness conditions can be extended to this 
system (1.3) 
DEFINITION : 1.1. 
A vector function f(t,y) defined on D i; i 1 d t o 
satisfy the Lipschitz condition if there exists a constant K on D 
such that 
f(t,y^) - f(t,y^)|| < K II y^ - y^ 
8 
uniformly in 't' for all (t,y ) , (t,y ) in D 
1 2 
where D = I (t,y) : |t— t^ l ^  a , || (y — y^) || < b | 
- - n 
and y,y are vectors m R and t,t e R 
o o 
If f(t,y) is Lipschitzian in y on D then there exists a 
non-negative, real valued function L(t) such that 
f(t,y)|| < L(t) 
for all (t,y) in D. 
where | | y | | = | y | + | y | + + | y | 
II 11 1 1 1 ' 2 ' ' n ' 
LEMMA :1. 
Let f(t,y) be a continuous function in (t,y) on D, 
y(t:t ,y ), defined by y(t ) is a solution of (1.3) on some 
o o 
interval I contained in It— t I < a , (t € I) if and onlv if 
y(t) is a solution of integral equation. 
^ J . y ( t ) = y + 1 f(s, y<s)) ds , t € I 
o 
LEMMA : 2. 
Let f(t,y) be defined and continuous in D and lei 
f(t,y) be bounded by L > 0 on D. Define 
h - min(a, b/L) 
Then the successive approximations are well defined by 
Vo^t) -- y ^  1 (1.4 ) 
y^(t) :: y o^r Cs,y <sO ds n-l 
o n the interval I : It-t I ^  h .Further 
1 r> I o
< IK('o> - ^ o l i - t — t < b 1 ,2 
PICARD^S THEOREM : 1.1. 
Let all conditions of lemma 2 hold and let f(t,y) 
satisfy the Lipschitz condition with Lipschitz constant K on D. 
Then the successive approximations defined by (1.4) converge 
uniformly on I : jt-t j ^  h to a unique solution of the 
initial value problem (1.3). 
COROLLARY : 
The error left over by truncation at the th 
approximation for y(t) has a bound given by 
y(t) - y^(t) 
o 
, n+l 
L (Kh) Kh 
e 
K(n+1)! 
t € t , t + h 
^ o o 
The proof for this theorem may be found in Kaplan [20]. 
The solution of a second order differential equatior, J. S 
10 
called oscillatory if y(t) has arbitrarily laroe a'OS 
(A point t = t >; Q is a zero of solution y(t) of an equation if 
y(t ) = 0 ) . A given equation is oscillatory if the solutio n s a r c 
oscillatory. 
THEOREM : (WONG) : 1.2, 
Assume that F(t,y) satisfies 
i) F(t,y) = a(t)f(y) where 
a(t) > 0 
and yf(y) > 0 
t > 0 
(y ^ 0) 
ii) f(y) is continuous for |yj < co and 
f (y) y > QO inf n 
y 
( ] - 5 ) 
( ; . 6 ) 
iii) a(t) is continuous on (o,QD) and satisfies 
CO 
S^a(s)ds = +00 for all X > 1 (1-7 ) 
Then the equation y" + F(t,y) - 0 is oscillate r V 
e.g. following equations are oscillatory : 
2 
(a) y" + e y = 0 , t > o 
(b) y" + (cosh t)y o , t > o 
• 1 
(c) y" + 2t ^^ ^ y' + 2^  y ^ O , t > O 
11 
But the equation 
y" + a(t)f(y) = o 
where F(t,y) = a(t) f(y) 
2(iU - 1) 
and a(t) = — , /^  ^- i 
(^  + 1) 
is clearly non-oscillatory. 
The proof of Theorem 1.2 may be found in Deo and 
Raghavendra [6]. 
Throughout this dissertation we assume that there 
exists an unique solution for the given equations. 
1.5. NUMERICAL METHODS : 
The numerical methods which have been used for Llie 
solution of second order and higher order differential equations 
mostly were Taylor's series method , modified Euler's method 
Adams method and so on . There are very few methods for the 
direct integration of second and higher order differential 
equations . In this dissertation we have discussed latest methods 
which are of Single-step type and Multistep type for the direct 
integration of equations(1.1) and (1.2) . 
Numerical methods produce a table of approximate values 
12 
for the solution y(t) of the given problem at certain points 
called 'grid points' or 'nodal points' which are equally or 
unequally spaced. If the nodal points are spaced equally then we 
can get them by 
t . = t + jh 
3 o 
3 -- 0,1,2, . . 
where h is called step size. 
While solving a system of non linear differential 
equations, we frequently have to solve a vector equation of the 
type 
y - 0 (y) (1.3 
in which 0(y) is a non-linear function of y. We shall construct 
the sequence -^  y " " ^ iteratively, defined by ; . - . 
- [s+1] - - [s], 
y = 0 (y ) 
- [o] 
y arbitrary 
s - 0,1,2 3 J- 5 *_ , 
( i - '^  ) 
The following theorem whose proof may be found ii-
Henrici [10] states conditions under which (1.8) will po; 5se S.\\ 
unique solution to which the sequence defined by ( 1 .'-'') wi 
converge 
THEOREM : 1.3, 
Let !p (y) satisfy Lipschitz condit ion 
13 
4> (y) - 4> (y ) II < M II y - y • 
for all y,y , where Lipschitz constant M satisfies 0 < t^' i 
r i s i i 
then there exists an unique solution O! of (1.8) , and if -j^y j-
is defined by (1.9) then 
lim 
y 
Cs] 
a 
CO 
Initial value problems involving system of ordinary 
differential equations which exhibits a phenomenon kiiown a-~ 
"stiffness" occur in many fields of application, notably Chemjcai 
Engineering and Control Theory . Attempts to use the methods and 
techniques to solve such problems encounter very sub-tantiai 
difficulties . The problem of stiffness has in the last two 
decades or so attracted the attention of many numerical ariaJysts. 
DEFINITION : 1.2. 
The linear system 
y' ~ fi^ y + <p (x) 
is said to be stiff if 
i) Re (X ) < o , t :^  1,2^ m . and 
ii) max j Re X I 
t=l ,2, . . ,m ^ 
> min 
t = l,2. . 
I R e X I 
where X , t ^^  1,2, 
t ,m, are the eigen values of mat.rjx A . jhr-
14 
ratio 
max 
t = l,2, . . . ,m 
Re X m i n 
t = 1 , 2 , . . . m 
Re 
is called the Stiffness Ratio 
Non linear system y - f(t,y) exhibits stiffness i'( ttu 
eigen values of the Jacobian matrix 
df df 
d f 
d y 
dy dy 
1 : 
df df 
dy dy^ 
df df 
dy, dy. 
df 
dy 
r 
df 
dy 
df 
dy 
behave in a similiar fashion. The eigen values are no Icngei 
constant but depend on the solution and therefore vary with t" 
Accordingly , we say that the system 
y' = f (t,y) 
is stiff in an interval I of 't, if , for t € I , th !T' C; J ':-it-
values X ft) of df/dy satisfy (i) and (ii) above . Lambe^ri, (24) 
The Numerical methods commonly used for the iirect 
integration of (1.1) or (1.2) can be broadly classified iiitc^  the 
15 
following six categories : 
i) Single step Methods 
ii) Linear Multi step methods 
iii) Extrapolation Methods 
iv) Hybrid Methods 
v) Obrechkoff Methods 
vi) Adaptive methods, 
which we describe briefly in the following sections 
1.3.1 SINGLE STEP METHODS 
Single step explicit and implicit methods fcr the 
direct integration of (l.l) or (1.2) can be written as 
n^.l = ^  ' ^^ ; ' ^X^^'^n'^.'^^ 
yLi ^ y^ + h0 (t ,y ,y'h) n+1 n 2 n n n 
and 
(explicit) 
2 
'n.l -- ^ n ' K ' ^^^^.r^'^n^l'^n'^^.l'^;'^^^ 
^;+l -- ^'n ' ^^•2^^.1'^n'^n.l'yn'^;.r^;'^^ 
(implic i t ) 
Some iterations are required to obtain the soiuti o r. a t 
16 
each step for non-linear problems as described in theorem L.3. 
Block explicit methods are in this category. 
I.5.2. LINEAR MULTISTEP METHODS : 
These methods use solution values at more than one 
previous nodal points to obtain the solution at the noda] point 
't ' , for which some standard singlestep methods are used 
n+1 
The linear multi step method for direct integration of (1.2) is 
written as 
k k 
T a . y . - h ^ T b . f . 
^ 1 n-i+1 r 1 n-1+1 . 
X-Q X~C 
where k is fixed integer ^ 2 , the coefficients a's and b's are 
1 1 
real constants independent of h and are to be determined for a 
particular order . Generally a - 1 
o 
I.5.5. EXTRAPOLATION METHODS : 
These methods 3.re used to combine the solution valueG 
computed by using a particular method with two different step 
sizes to obtain the improved solution values . The order will 
improve by one . If g(h) and g(qh) are the approximate vaJues of 
g obtained by a method of order p with step sizes hi and qh 
respectively , we have 
g(h) r g 4 ch^ + OCh'^ "*'^ ) 
17 
g(qh) - g + Cq'^ h^  + 0(h^ ) 
w 
here C is a constant independent of h . Eliminating C . ws qel 
q g(h) - g?qh) 
+ OCh^^M 
q'^  - 1 
g'(h) 
q ^g(h) - g(qh) 
approximates g as if we had used a method of order p+1 . For ease 
in computation we generally take q =: 1/2. 
1.3.4. HYBRID METHODS : 
These methods are also called multi-step methods with 
off-step points 
^ 1 n-i + l .^ ' 1 n-i + 1 .*- 1 
i=o l-O 1 =0 
n-9 +1 
1 
where a', s , /?'. s , J-^'s and 9's , o < 9. < l are constants to loe 
1 1 1 1 1 
determined such that the methods is of the highest possible order 
and stable . 
These methods are constructed by including a meat 
combination of the values of the function f(t,y) at severs •a. 
18 
points between 't ' and 't ' into the linear multi-step 
n n + 1 
formula. 
1.3.5. OBRECHKOFF METHODS : 
These methods are singlestep or multi step methods 
containing higher order total derivatives of y(t) at one or more 
points . A two step fourth order methods involving derivatives of 
order upto four for (1.2) is as 
y . - 2y + y , = — — (y" , + lOy" + y" , ) 
^n+1 n n-1 12 ^n+1 n n-1 
4 
+ (y - 2y + y ) 
144 '^n+1 "^ n n-1 
which is proposed by Hairer [11] which is P-stable. 
1.5.6. ADAPTIVE METHODS : 
The method in which some special characteristics of the 
exact solution in incorporated into them are called Adaptive 
methods . If the problem has periodic solution and the frequency 
(ji is known in advance , then the periodic solution of the second 
order initial value problem (1.1) or (1.2) can be obtained by 
forcing the method to have trigonometric order together with 
polynomial order . Stiefel Bettis method [31] and Jain's 
modification of Stiefel-Bettis method [12] are of this type . 
This dissertation consists of five chapters . A brief 
19 
description of the contents of each chapter is as follows : 
CHAPTER : 1 A SURVEY OF THE ANALYTICAL AND NUMERICAL METHODS 
FOR THE SOLUTION OF DAMPED OSCILLATIONS : 
In this chapter we have discussed oscillatory problems 
of the linear and non-linear differential equations which occur 
in the various fields of Applied Science, Engineering and 
Technology . Different analytical methods have been given and 
their advantages and disadvantages are mentioned and we have 
concluded that for considerable degree of non linearity 
equations cannot be solved by analytical methods . Necessarily 
theorems for existence and uniqueness of the solutions and 
particularly for the oscillatory solutions have been given in 
this chapter .We have emphasised that the numerical methods can 
handle most of the problems which cannot be solved analytically. 
CHAPTER : 2 SINGLE STEP AND MULTI STEP METHODS FOR SECOND 
ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS : 
This chapter deals with the general discussion of the 
numerical methods for solving the general second order initial 
value problems (1.1) . We have derived the local truncation error 
of these methods and some advantages and disadvantages are also 
pointed out . Stability of the methods are discussed too. 
20 
CHAPTER : 3 OBRECHKOFF METHODS 
Single-Step and multi-step Obrechkoff methods have been 
discussed . By these methods more analytical information 
regarding a second order initial value problem (1-1) or (1.2) 
have been considered and incorporated into the numerical methods 
by using total derivatives of function f(t,y,y') . These methods 
are p-stable for certain choice of parameters. 
CHAPTER : 4 STIEFEL-BETTIS METHODS AND ITS MODIFICATIONS 
FOR DAMPED OSCILLATORS : 
Conditions under which the trigonometric order of a 
numerical method can be obtained is explained . Stormer-Cowell 
methods have been derived and its disadvantages in Celestial 
Mechanics in which it has orbital instability is discussed . 
Modified Stiefel-Bettis method which have trigonometric 
order and polynomial order as well has been given in this chapter 
for the solution of (1.1) and direct approach for the solution of 
special second order initial value problems is also given. 
CHAPTER : 5 BLOCK EXPLICIT METHODS : 
Methods by which 'n' approximate values for the 
solution can be obtained simultaneously are discussed in this 
chapter . These methods are n-point block explicit methods for 
21 
the direct integration of (1.1) for n = 3 to 6 and n - 3 to 10 . 
These methods in comparisons with other methods are 
computationally efficient in the sense that number of function 
evaluations is considerably reduced by increasing the number of 
points in the block . 
22 
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CHAPTER - 2 
SINGLE STEP AND MULTI-STEP METHODS FOR SECOND 
ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
2.1. INTRODUCTION : 
Many physical problems reduce to second order 
differential equation of the form 
y" = f(t,y,y') . t > t 
7 (2.1) 
y(t ) ^ y 
o o 
y'(t ) = y 
or the special second order differential equation 
y" = f(t,y) 
y(t ) = y 
o o 
t > t 
y'(t ) = y^ 
' (2.2) 
which have oscillating solution . 
In equation (2.2) first derivative does not appear 
explicitly. 
Along with the development of the computing machines 
a variety of Numerical methods have been developed in recent 
years . Numerical methods produce a table of approximate values 
for the solution y(t) of the given problem at certain points > 
called 'Grid points' or 'Nodal points' or 'Mesh points' , which 
are equally or unequally spaced . If Nodal points are spaced 
equally then we can get them by 
t. = t + jh , j - 0,1,2, 
3 O 
where h is called step size . To obtain numerical solution 
of (2.1) or (2.2) either we should reduce the given initial value 
problem to a system of first order equation and then use the 
standard methods for solving this system or to use direct 
integration to solve the given initial value problem. The 
numerical methods for finding solution of the initial value 
problem may be broadly classified into 
i) SINGLE STEP METHODS : 
These methods express the function value y(t) at 't 
n+l 
for which solution at only one previous point i.e. 't ' is 
n 
required . 
ii) LINEAR MULTI STEP METHODS : 
These methods express the function value y(t) at 
't ', for which y(t) and y'(t) at previous 'k' points are 
n+1 
known.These methods are also called linear k-step methods . 
We describe these methods in the following sections : 
2.2. SINGLE STEP METHODS : 
There are two types of single step methods for the 
integration of (2.1) or (2.2) . Explicit single step methods and 
implicit single step methods . 
The general single step explicit method for the 
solution of (2.1) or (2.2) can be written as 
n+1 n n 1 n n n 
n+1 n 2 n n n I (2.3) 
where the function 0.(t ,y ,y',h) , i = 1,2 . are called the 
1 n n n 
increment functions . y and y' denote the approximate values of 
y(t ) and y'(t ) respectively . These methods are called self 
n n 
starting methods . 
The general single step implicit methods for th e 
solution of second order initial value problem (2.1) or (2.2) can 
be written as 
2 
V - y + hy' + h (i (t ,t ,y ,y ,y' ,y' ,h) 
...(2.4) 
y' = y ' + h 0 ( t ,t,y ,y,y' ,y',h) 
n+1 n ^2 n+1 n n+1 n n+1 n 
we are required some iteration methods to obtain the solution at 
each step for non linear problems , Lambert [24] . The local 
truncation error of the method (2.3) is written as 
TE = y(t^,.) - y(t ) - hy'(t ) - h^0 (t y(t ),y'(t ),h) 
n n+1 n n I n n n 
TE' = y'(t^^ ) - hy'(t )- h <^  ft ,y(t ),y'(t ) , h) 
n n+1 n 2 n n n 
' .(2.5) 
Expanding the right hand side of (2.5) about the point 't and 
collecting terms of various order derivatives , we find 
TE = C y(t )+C hy'(t )+, 
n o n 1 n 
"^n = V ( ' n ' " ^ ^ ^ " < ^ ) * 
P (P).^ ^ 
+C h y (t + 
P n) 
S..^^"v<-^^t^,. 
P (P+1), 
+D h y "^  • (t ) + 
P n 
p+1 (p+2) 0^.,h y (t )+ 
p+1 n 
'-(2.6) 
where C^S and D'. S are constants independent of h 
DEFINITION : 2.1. 
The single step method (2.4) is said to be of order 
'p' if in (2.6) 
C = C - C^ ~ = C = 0 , C^, ?:0 
O 1 2 p P+1 
D = D = D = = D = 0 , D , ^ 0 
Q 1 2 p p+1 
Alternatively , if the method produce exact results when y(t) 
is a polynomial of degree 'p' or less , then the methods has 
polynomial order or algebraic order or simply order p . 
DEFINITION : 2.2. 
A single step method (2.4) is said to be consistent if 
the method is atleast of order one i.e. p ^ 1 . 
DEFINITION : 2.3. 
A method is said to be convergent if as more and more 
nodal points are taken i.e. the step size is reduced , the» 
numerical solution converges to the exact solution in the absence 
of round-off error , that is 
lim y = y(t ) for all t e [t ,b] 
n n n o' -^  
h—>o 
t = t + nh fixed , Lambert [24] 
n o 
There are many single-step methods but a very widely used method 
for solving the general second order initial value problem (2.2) 
is the four-stage classical fourth order Runge-Kutta-Nystrom 
method which is given by 
h ^, 2h 2 ^ , ^ 4 , 
2 2 ^ n 5 n 5 'n 25 1' 
J L t(t + ^  , y -^^ hy' + - ^ kj 2 ^ n 3 ' n 3 n 9 1' 
4- *<^ ^  ^  • n^ ^  1^-; ^  -I? 'S * ^'> 
y 
n+l ^ -^  '^ y; ^ ^ ^^ s^ ^ "^ '2 - ^^ '3 ^ ^^s^ 
y 
n+l ^n ' 
- ^ C23k^ . 125k^ - Slk^ . 125kp 
>. . . ( 2 . 7 ) 
' 
Block explicit methods for the direct integration of second order 
differential equations (2.1) and (2.2) are computationally 
efficient in the sense that the number of function evaluations is 
considerably less . These methods are self starting methods and 
initially they were used as methods to produce starting values 
for linear multi step methods . But Rossar [28] developed them 
for general use . We need only the values of y and y' to get 
o o ~ 
the block started . We keep on adding new points and improve 
upon the values at the previous points , till the solution at all 
points is obtained to the same order of accuracy . After 
completion of one Block we take 
^O ^ ^ ' ^ o * — ^n ' ^ ; ^ ^n ' ^  ^ ^ 
and repeat the calculations from the beginning till the end point 
of the interval of integration is reached . We will discuss about 
this method in detail in another chapter. 
All numerical methods produce values which are an 
approximation to the exact solution y(t ,) . Thus the numerical 
n+i 
solution y contains error which may propagate as we proceed 
n+1 
from one step to the next , and the stability of the numerical 
method may be disturbed . A numerical method is stable if the 
effect of any single fixed round off error remains bounded 
independent of the number of nodal points. Therefore we require 
the numerical methods to be convergent as well as stable . For 
discussing the stability of the numerical methods , we apply the 
method to the linear model of (2.1) or (2.2) which is called the 
test equation . For problems having oscillatory or periodic 
solution , we usually take the test equation as 
y" - -^ y , X > o t > t 
(2.8) 
y(t ) = y 
o o 
y ' ( t ) = y' 
o o 
for problems of the form (2.2) and we take the test equations 
y" + 2 a y ' + / S y = 0 , a , f t > o , a + ft>o 
'. . (2.9) 
O O 
y'(t ) = y' 
o o 
for problems of the form (2.1) 
When the method (2.4) is applied to the test equation 
(2.8) , we obtain a recursion of the form 
n+1 
hy' 
n+1 
E (Xh) 
hy' 
n 
(2.10) 
where E(Xh) is a 2x2 matrix and has the characteristic equation 
of the form 
A? + B? + C = 0 (2.11 
2. 2 
where A,B,C are functions of H = X h 
Let Runge-Kutta Nystrom method (2.7) be applied to the test 
equation (2.8) we get 
8 
-H 
,-H H - Hh , 
2 ^ 2 25 ''^ n 5 ^n 
,-H H - Hh , 
( + — ^ y - y 
^ 2 g-'n 3 ' n 
,-H 4H 4H - --2Hh 4H h. , f + - )y + r + )y' 
4 "^  2 25 625 ' n 125 ' n 
x2 , 2 
substituting the expression for k , k > ^ ^^  ^^'^ ^ into (2.7) 
n+i 
h y' 
n+1 
^11 ^12 
3 S---, 
21 22 
hy' 
where 
2 3 
H H 
a = 1 - 3H + -r— 
11 4 lOO 
a = 1 - H + —;;r 
12 20 
21 
6H + H 2 H 20 
a^^ = 1 - 3H + 22 
We, therefore consider the eigen values of the matrix 
21 31^ ^  
11 12 
3l ^  ^  ^ «. «. 
21 22 
which are given by 
Y i = {^1 " ^ 2 - [^  ^ 1 a ) + 4a 22 12 ^ 21 J J / 
i = 1,2 
Inserting the values of a , s. , a^^ , a^^ and computing r^ 
2 2 
and y as functions of X h to find the interval of stability 
2 
and interval of periodicity. 
DEFINITION : 2.4. 
The single step method (2.4) is said to have interval 
of periodicity of (0 , HO ) if for all tl € (0 , HO ) the root of 
the characteristic equation (2.11) form a complex conjugate pair 
and are of unit modulus. 
DEFINITION : 2.5. 
An interval I along H axis is called the interval of 
2 
periodicity for a method if with H = o , the root t, ,t of the 
characteristic equation (2.11) are complex conjugate and each of 
unit modulus for all H_ € I 
2 
10 
DEFINITION : 2.6. 
A region R in the first quadrant of the (H ,H^) plane , 
H ,H > Q is called the region of absolute stability of the 
1 2 
method , if for all H ,H € R , the roots of the characteristic 
equation (2.11) satisfy |J^ . | < 1 , i =; 1 , 2 . 
DEFINITION : 2.7. 
The single step method is said to be p-stable if the 
interval of periodicity is (o , QD) 
If the single step method is applied to the equation 
(2.9) , we obtain the characteristic equation (2.11) in which 
A,B,C are functions of H = a h and H = f? h . 
DEFINITION : 2.8. 
An interval J along the H axis is called the interval 
of weak stability for a method , if with H = 0 , the roots f ,f 
of the characteristic equation (2.11) satisfy ^ - 1 and j.^  | < 1 
for all H € J . 
THEOREM : (HURWITZ) 2.1. 
k k-1 
Let p(z) = a z + a z + + a 
o 1 k 
and 
11 
D 
a a a a 
1 3 5 2k - 1 
% ^2 % ^2k - 2 
^ \ ^3 ^2k - 3 
0 a a^ a^ , 
O 2 2k - 4 
0 0 0 ^k 
where a. = 0 for j > k and a. > 0 for all j - 0,l,2,....,k 
•J w 
Than , the real parts of the roots of p(z) = Q are negative if 
and only if the leading principal minors of D are positive 
Suppose for k = 3 we have 
a > o , a. > o , a_ > o , a > o , a a - a a o O ' 1 2 3 1 2 Z O 
DEFINITION : 2.9. 
A method is called superstable if for the method , the 
region of absolute stability is R = \iU ,H ) : o< H ,H < 00 I 
• • ^ 1 2 1 2 J 
and both the intervals of periodicity and weak stability are 
I = J = (o , 00). 
where 
When we apply s stage implicit Runge Kutta method 
s 
y ^, = y + hy' + h r b. k. 
-^ n+1 ^n n > i i 
1 = 1 
y'xi = y' + h j; b. k. 
n+i n ,*^  1 1 1 = 1 
for i = 1,2, 
12 
s s _ 
k. = f(t + oi.h , y + a.hy' + h^  J) ot k y' +h J] a k 
1 = 1 1-1 
a. , ot. . and a. . are known constants 
1 ij ij 
w hich is for direct integration of (2.1) , to the test equation 
(2.9) , the resulting recursion for the approximation y is 
described by the characteristic equation 
A(H^,H2)?^ + B(H^,H^)^ + ^(H^.H^) = 0 
with roots ? , ^  and H = oth , H = f?h . 
The above s-stage implicit Runge-Kutta method is said 
to be superstable , if for the method 
i) The region of absolute stability (|?.| < 1 , i = 1,2) is 
R {(H^,H^) : O < H^,H^ < C. J ; 
ii) The interval of periodicity is 
I = I (H^,H^ ) : H^ = O , O < H^ < OO I ; 
iii) The interval of weak stability is 
J = I ^ ^i'"2^ : H^ = 0 , O < H^ < O) j 
By using the transformation ^ = (l+z)/(l-z) and applyi ng 
13 
Routh-Hurwitz criterion , it is known that this method is 
superstable if 
(a) A - B + C , A - C and A + B + C 
have same sign for all '^ I'^ o^ ^ ^ ' 
(b) with H = 0 , A = C and 2A ± B > 0 for all H > o ; 
(c) with H = 0 , A + B + C = 0 and -2 < B/A < 0 for all H > O . 
2.3. LINEAR MULTI STEP METHODS : 
These methods use solution values at more than one 
previous nodal points to obtain the solution at the nodal points 
't ' . The linear multi step method using the solution values 
n+1 
at 'k' previous points for the solution of (2.1) or (2.2) can be 
written as 
k k 
E a. y . ^  = h^  2 b. y" . , (2.12) 
.*' 1 n-i + 1 .*^  1 n-i + 1 
where 'k' is a fixed integer > 2 . The coefficients a'.s and b's 
1 1 
are arbitrary parameters independent of 'h' and are to be 
determined such that the method (2.12) is of particular order 
Generally we take a^ - 1 , Lambert [24] . We assume that the 
14 
solution values at the previous 'k' points are known or can be 
obtained by using a certain single step method . Symbolically we 
write the method (2.12) in the form 
P<^' ^ n-k.l - "^ "^^^ ^n-k.l = ° (2.13) 
where p and c are polynomials of degree k , defined by 
P(0 = a^?^ + a^ ? "^  + + a^^ 
c(0 = b^ e*" + b^^^~^ + + b. 
(2.14) 
The method(2.12) is said to be explicit or predictor method if 
b = 0 , otherwise it is called an implicit or corrector 
method . The local truncation error of the method (2.12) is 
obtained from 
k 
n .*" I x^ n-i + 1 i-o 
- h^b.y" (t . ) ] (2.15) 
1 n-i+1 J 
Expanding right side of (2.15) by Taylor series about the point 
't , ' , we obtain 
n-k+1 
TE = e y ( t , ) + e h y ' ( t ) + 
n o"^' n-k+1 1 ^ ^ n-k+1 
+ e h \ ^ ' ' ' ^ ( t ) + 
q n-k+1 
( 2 . 1 6 ) 
where e = a + a + + a - o(i) 
e^ = ka + ( k - 1 ) a + 1 o I ^ Vi ^ ^'''' 
15 
2 2! O 1 
+ a ) - (b + b + 
k-1 o 1 + b, ) K 
= 4 ? [p'(^) - ^^1)] 
^ -(k'^ a +(k-l)^a +. . .+a, , )• 
q! k-1 (q-2)! O 1 
% - i ' 
q = 3 , 4 
DEFINITION : 2.10. 
The linear multi step method (2.12) is of order 'p' if 
e = e 
o 1 e = e - 0 p p+1 
, e J^ 0 
p+2 
or if method (2.13) satisfies p+2 equations 
k k _ 
j; a.d-i)"" + q(q-l) J b. (1-i) "• ^ 
i=l i=o 
q = 0,1,2, , P + 1 
' (2.17) 
The first nonzero term in (2.16) gives the principal local 
truncation error . 
DEFINITION : 2.11. 
The linear multi step method (2.12) is said to be 
consistent if it is atleast of order 1 i.e. p i 1 , which gives 
e = e :: e = o 
O 1 2 
16 
or p(l) = p' (1) p"Cl) - 2<y{l) , HENRICI I iOI 
k k-l k-2 
The family of methods (2.12) for which p(0 = ? - 2? + ^ 
are called Stormer-Cowell Methods . If cC?) is a polynomial of 
degree k-l (explicit methods) it is called Stormer's Methods and 
if (7(0 is a polynomial of degree k (implicit methods) it is 
called Cowell's Methods . 
To derive Stormer's and Cowell's methods we are 
integrating (2.2) twice and using interpolating polynomials for 
the resulting integro-difference equation to obtain Stormer's 
method 
q m 
2 _ „ 
y - 2 y + y - h T a 7 f 
n+l n n - 1 ' ' m n 
m-O 
where 
( - 1 ) ' m r n+l 
m 
(t , - x) r c "^) + (^ )i 
^ n+l ' L ^ m ' ^ m ' J 
dx 
x - t 
Cs 
- - s . _ ^_^.'n s (s+1) (s+m-1) 
m m 1 
m 
s (s-1) (s-m+1) 
= ( - 1 ) m (1-s) [ ( '^ ) + C ^  ) ] cl 
^ m m J 
n 
where q is the degree of the interpolating polynomial . By 
choosing different step-numbers we will get different 
explicit methods . 
By the same method of integration and interpolation we 
can get Cowell's methods 
q 
y - 2 y + y - h V a 7 f 
^n ^n-1 ^n-2 ^ m n 
m=o 
where 
a 
(-1) m 
m 
s+2 (^n -X> [t l^ '^T ^] 
n ^ m m J 
dx 
n-1 
(-1) m s+2 (-s)[ ( ^ ) + C , )] d 
For q = 2 we obtain the fourth order method which is frequently 
used 
n n-1 n-2 12 n n-1 n-2 
which is called Numerov's method . 
DEFINITION : 2.12. 
A linear multi step method (2.12) is said to be stable 
if all the zero of p(0 lies inside the unit circle and those on 
the unit circle have multiplicity not greater than two. 
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THEOREM ; 2.2. 
The consistency and stability of the method (2.12) are 
necessary and sufficient conditions for convergence , Dahlquist 
[4,5] 
THEOREM : 2.5. 
For any positive k ^ 2 , the order of a stable linear 
multi step method cannot exceed k+2 if k is even and k+1 if k is 
odd . 
This theorem which is very important indicates the 
maximum order of a stable linear multi step method (2.12) 
Dahlquist [5] . 
DEFINITION ; 2.13. 
The linear multi step method (2.12) when applied to 
the test equation (2.8) is said to have interval of periodicity 
Co,HO ) , if for all H € (o.HO ) , H = X^h^ , all the roots of 
2 
P C O + H 0<O = 0 are complex and are of modulus one The 
method is p-stable if its interval of periodicity is (o,oo) . 
Numerov's method has the interval of periodicity (o,6). 
THEOREM : 2.4. 
The order p of a p-stable method cannot exceed two and 
the method must be implicit , Lambert and Watson [23] . 
1$ 
To study the stability and p-stability conditions let 
k = 2 in equation (2.13) we have 
y = a y + a y + h \ b y " + b v " + b ^ y " , ) . . . ( 2 . 1 9 ) 
n+1 I n 2 ^ n - l ^ o n+1 I n 2 n - l ' 
where a'.s and b'.s are arbitrary . 
1 1 
From (2.17) we find that the formula (2.19) is of first 
order when 
a = 2 , a = - 1 , b = l - b - b (2.20) 
1 2 2 o 1 
second order when , in addition to (2.20) 
b - b = o (2.21) 
O 2 
and third order when in addition to (2.20) and (2.21) 
b + b = 1/6 
o 2 
We apply method (2.19) to the test equation (2.8) . The 
characteristic equation can be written as 
(1+ b^H)?^ - (2 ~ b^HX + (1 + b^H) ^ 0 
(2.22) 
H = X^^ 
Substituting t, - (l+z)/(l-z) in (2.22) we get 
[4 + H(l - 2b^)] z^ - 2C2b^ + b^ - l)Hz + H = 0 (2.23) 
Using the Routh-Hurwitz criterion in (2.23) , we find that the 
roots of (2.22) will lie within the unit circle if 
i) b^ < 1/2 , 2b + b > 1 , H > o 
20 
or 
ii) b^ > 1/2 2b + b, > 1 Q 1 
2b - 1 
- H Q 
for S - "^ • 
1 - b b 
we obtain second order Dahlquist method . 
2 
2y + y , 
n n-1 
h 
Cy'Vi + 2y'' + y" , ) . n+1 n n-l (2.24) n+1 " ' l 4 
which is p-stable and second order with minimum truncation error 
For this method (2.24) , equation (2.23) has the roots 
.1/2 
z. = ± 1 CH/4) j = 1,2 . 
The stability interval (o,h ) as a function of the parameters 
and b is shown in the figure 2.1. 
^XbX>\jt l v > o 
^bo+b,=s| 
21 
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CHAPTER - 3 
OBRECHKOFF METHODS 
3.1. INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter we discuss Obrechkoff methods for the 
direct integration of the general second order initial value 
problem 
y" = f(t,y,y') 
^(^o^ -- ^o 
t > t 
y'(t ) = y' 
o o 
(3,1) 
and special second order initial value problem 
y" = f(t,y) 
y(t^) = y^ o o 
t > t 
o 
y'(t^) = y' 
(3.2) 
These methods incorporate more analytical information 
into the numerical method by using total derivatives with respect 
to 't' of function f(t,y,y') , of course , when it is feasible to 
evaluate the first few total derivatives . By incorporating more 
analytical information into the numerical methods the efficienc y 
of the method can be considerably increased . 
The total derivatives with respect to 't' of (3.1) can 
be obtained explicitly by formal differentiation and may be 
written as 
f°(t,y,y') = f(t,y,y') = f 
,(3) (,^ ^^ y,^  , ^/j-l)(t,y,y') . y'(t) ^ f ^ ^ ' ' ^ (t,y,y') 
+ f(t,y,y') ^ f^^ ^^ (t,y,y') , 3 = 1,2, 
Several authors have developed Obrechkoff methods for solving 
first order initial value problem 
y' = f(t,y) , y(t^) = y^ , 
including Milne [27], Ehle [7] and Lambert and Mitchel [25] . But 
here in this chapter we present recent studies of Obrechkoff 
methods for direct integration of (3.1) and (3.2) , including 
Jain el at [14] , and Kambo-Goel [19] . 
p-stability is an appropriate stability requirement for 
(3.2) and according to Lambert and Watson [23] , the order of a 
p-stable linear multi-step method can not exceed two . Dahlquist 
[3] has established that a p-stable method must be implicit 
Therefore , there is no future in looking for high order p-stable 
linear multi-step methods . 
5.2. SINGLE STEP OBRECHKOFF METHOD : 
A general implicit single step Obrechkoff method can be 
written as : 
^ i+1 , (i-1) (i-l)> 
y . = y + hy' + r h (a. f ' + a. f^ ) 
•^ n+1 ^n ^n .^ ^ i,l n i,2 n+1 ' 1 = 1 
(3.3) 
n+i n . 1 n n+1 
1 = 1 
This method defines an one step method using (p+1) 
derivatives of y for solving (3.1) . Using Taylor expansion we 
see 'y'.,' has error of order '2p+l' if we take 
n+1 
rt _ (2p-i) 
i " (2p)! C ^^  ) , i ^ 1,2, , P (3.4) 
where , P ^ _ P(p-l) (p-i + 1) i i! 
and 'y ' has error of order '2p+l' if we take 
n+1 
a i,l 
C/5. + 2^._^p i = 1,2, , p-l 
2 "p 
(3.5) 
a. i,2 
\- i-ir' C/3. - 2^ .^ p 
(^ l)''""' /5. 
, i = 1,2, . p- 1 
.(3.6) 
P 
Order of method (3.3) is '2p' and local truncation error in 
ca Iculation of 'y ' and 'y',,' are respectively given by the n+1 n+1 
functionals 
_ T 2p+l (2p+l)^ ^ , ^ 
L r y(t) , h] = M h "^  y' "^  '(t+e h) 
1 »• J p 1 
K..(3.7) 
2 •• J p 2 
where 0 < e ,G < I and by using Pade' theory M is given by 
1 2 P 
M 
(-1)"^  (Pl)^ (3.8) 
p (2p)! (2p+l)! 
The p-stability of the method follows , by virtue of 
th 
IR , (it)I = 1 for every real 't' , where 'R ,' is the p 
' p/p ' P/P 
diagonal of Pade approximation to the exponential . 
This method has been obtained and discussed by Kambo 
and Goel [19] . 
3.3. LINEAR MULTI STEP OBRECHKOFF METHOD : 
For direct integration of (3.2) we can use Obrechkoff 
method of the form 
k I k . . • ^  
,m w r^  rt , 21 (21 ) 
. 3 n-3 + 1 .''^  r'^ ij 
j=o 1=1 j=o n-j+1 
(3.9) 
This method is explicit if /?. = O for all i and is 
lO 
implicit otherwise 
The local truncation error of method (3.9) associated 
with the linear difference operator 
k I k 
L[y ( t ) ,h ] ^ E«.y( t^_ .^^) ~ Z i:/3..h 
j = o 1=1 3-0 
^ \ < " > ( t ^^ . . . . , 3 . 1 0 , 
n - j + 1 
IS g i v e n as 
q+2 (q+2 ) , ^ 
t , < r> < t 
n - l - ' n+1 
( 3 . 1 1 ) 
where C is a constant independent of 'h' . 
q+2 
To find the characteristic equation we apply method 
(3.9) to the test equation 
y" = -X y 
y(t ) = y 
o o 
\ > 
' 1 
y'(t^) = y' 
o o 
(3.12 
we get 
P(0 — Z (-1)^  H^ ^ a.it) = Q 
i = l ^ 
(3.13) 
where 
k-j 
P(0 = E «. ? 
j-o 
k-j i ^ 1,2, . 2 2 H :^  A. h 
for k - 2 and 1 = 2 we obtain a two step p-stable method as 
*5^ y = h^C^ y" + p y" + /3 y" ) 
n '^ lo'n+1 11 n ' 12 n-l"^ 
(4) (4> < 4>, 
'^ 20^n+l ' 21^n ' 22^n-l'' (3.14) 
By expanding both sides of (3.14) in Taylor series about 't ' and 
equating the coefficients of like powers of 'h' , we obtain the 
two parameter family of methods of 0(h ) : 
6\ = h^ r /9 Cy" + y" ) + (1 - 2ft )y" 1 + 
n L ' lo'' n+1 n-1'' "^  ' lo' n J 
h* ([(1 - 12(^, - f3^,))/24l(y''** + y'*') + ft y'*' 1... (3.15) \y ^ lo '21' J n+l n-1^ 21 n J 
where ft = ft 
'12 '10 
ft = 1-2 /? 
'11 '10 
22 20 24 L '^ 10 ' 21 J 
with truncation error 
TE - 360 
6 i6) h y CT7) t , < T) < t 
n-1 n+l 
(3.16) 
The parameter ft^^ and ft^^^^® determined such that the method 
(3.15) is p-stable . For applying the method (3.15) to the 
test equation (3.12) we obtain : 
-2J 1- Ki - 2PIO)HVI2 J + P21HV2 I y^ 
or Ay - 2By + Ay =: O (3.17) 
n+1 n n-i 
The characteristic equation 
A? - 2B? + A = O (3.18) 
associated with the method (3.17) will have all its roots complex 
and of modulus one if and only if 
B + A > 0 , B - A < o (3.19) 
Using conditions (3.19) , the method (3.15) is p-stable if 
( i ) / ? _ > 1/4 . ft ^ R l ~ 12f? ) / 2 4 l 
10 ' 2 1 L^  ' 10'^ J 
or 
,2 
^21 -^  t^ i^o/*^^ - ^^ 10 /^^ - ^/^^ 0 
( i i ) ft^^ > 1/2 
Jain el at [14] who have obtained this method , have given 
certain two step p-stable methods by considering certain choices 
of /?_ and /? 
'10 '21 
For the values /?^^ - 1/12 and ft = 1/72 we get Hairer 
method 
7 
,^2 
V - 2y + y = —— Cy" + lO y" + y'' ) 
4 
h , <4) ^ <4), <4) 
— (v - 2y + y ) 
144 ^^n+1 ^n 'n-1 
with the minimum truncation error 
TE - ^g^ h y^ *^ CY)) , Jain [13] 
For k :: 4 and 1 = 2 method (3.9) will give four stage p-stable 
method which can written as 
4 
r a y = h^ft JTy" + y" ) + h*ft ^Cy'** + y'**^). . . (3.20) 
*- j ^n-j + 1 ' lO'^ n^+1 ^n-3^ ' 20^ '^ n+l '^n-3^ 
3-0 
Expanding in Taylor series about point 't = t ' and comparing 
n-1 
the coefficients of like powers of "h' , we obtain 
3904 - ^ 5526 330 2. „ „ ^ 
y - y - (y + y ) + y = h (y + y ) 
^n+1 n-3 1141 ^^n ^n-2'' 1141 ^n-1 1141 "^^ n+l n-Z"" 
62 ,4- <4) (4>. 
hfy + y ) (3.21 
1141 ^^n+1 ^n-3'' ^ 
of order 0(h ) and with truncation error 
386017 8^ <8>, -
^' = 11501280 ^ ^  t^^ ' ^-3 ' ^ < ^.1 
Applying the method (3.21) to the test equation (3.12) we get the 
characteristic equation which after transformation 
[ ^ = (1 + z)/(l - z)] which maps the interior of the unit circle 
|?j = 1 onto the left half plane , the unit circle onto the 
8 
imaginary axis , the point ? = 1 onto z = 0 and the point s=~l 
onto z = -00 , reduce to 
a z + a z + a - o (3.22) 
O 1 2 
where a = 7808 + 330H + 62H 
O 
a = 1320 + 6(330H + 62H ) 
a = 330H^ + 62H 2 
2 
By substituting z = T in (3.22) we get 
p(T,H^) = (7808T^ - 1320T) + C330H^ + 62H*XT^ + 6T + l)...(3.23) 
The roots of (3.23) are real , distinct and negative 
for all H . Consequently the roots of (3.22) are complex and of 
modulus one and hence the method (3.20) is p-stable . 
Recently Jain el at [17] used the properties of the 
s-stage implicit Runge Kutta methods for the first order 
differential equations to obtain almost superstable methods of 
arbitrary order , for the direct integration of (5.1) , by 
increasing the number of stages s .They have found that Kambo and 
Goel [19] method (3.3) is superstable with the exception of a 
finite number of isolated values when it is applied to the test 
equation 
y" + 2ay' + ft y - o a , ft > o , a + ft 
y(y = y„ , y'Ctp = y; . 
> O 
SiiPfii^i 
CHAPTER - 4 
STIEFEL-BETTIS METHOD AND ITS MODIFICATION 
FOR DAMPED OSCILLATORS 
4.1. INTRODUCTION 
The general second order initial value problem 
y" = fCt,y,y') t > t 
(4.1 ) 
i'C'^ P = ^ o y^^o> = ^; 
having oscillating solutions arise in a variety of physical 
problems . The special second order initial value problem in 
which the first derivative is absent 
y" = f(t,y) 
yCt ) = y 
t > t 
y'Ctp m 
(4.2) 
and particularly systems of these equations occur frequently 
e.g. in Mechanical , Electrical and Chemical Engineering 
problems . Astronomers for over a century have used methods for 
integration of (4.2) which are of multi-step type . 
Classical numerical methods for solving (4.1) having 
large frequency , restricts the choice of the step size to small 
values because of the stability constraints . The modification of 
classical numerical methods to simulate the oscillating phenomena 
have been discussed by several researchers , including 
Gautschi[8] , Salzer [29] , Stiefel-Bettis [31] Jain et al 
[15,16] , Jain [12] and Jain , Kumar [18] . 
These modifications are based on forcing the methods to 
have trigonometric order together with polynomial order . Such 
methods depend on w , the frequency associated with the given 
initial value problem , which is assumed to be known in advance . 
Stiefel-Bettis method and all modifications of it are 
based upon a class of multi step methods called Stormer-Cowell 
method , which may be obtained by integrating (4.2) twice between 
the limits 't' to *t+k' which give rise to 
t + k 
y(t+k) - y(t) = ky'(t) + J (t+k-x)f(x,y(x)) dx (4.3) 
t 
writing (4.3) with k replaced by -k and adding , we have 
y(t+k) -2yCt) + y(t-k) = J Ct+k-x)[f(x) + fC2t - x)] dx. . . 
where f(x) - fCx,y(x)) 
Replacing f(x) by Newton backward interpolating formula 
of degree q , using the points t , , t we can obtain 
n n-q 
Stormer's me thod when 't' and 't+k' in (4.4) replaced by 't ' and n 
t ' r e s p e c t i v e l y as 
n+1 
t 
n+1 q 
J m=o m-o 
t 
n 
x - t 
n 
w h e r e s = — 
- 2 y + y , = h j ; c V f 
n+1 n n - 1 '^ m n 
' , q > 0 ( 4 . 5 ) 
m-o 
w h e r e 
t , 
m n+1 
m 2 n+1 m m 
^ t 
n 
1 
= (-1)"' r c i - s ) [ r ^ ) + c^ )] ds 
J m m 
o 
. - s X _ , .^ s ( s + l ) . . . ( s + m - 1 ) 
m m! 
- s . _ s ( s - l ) ( s - m + 1 ) 
m m 
we can obtain Cowell's method from (4.4) when 't' and 't+k' 
are replaced by 't ' and 't ' respectively as 
n-1 n 
6 \ 
J t 
n - 1 
q 
n ~ • m 
2 _ * n f l ^ 
y - 2 y + y „ = h r o ' 7 f 
^ n ^ n - 1 n -2 '^ m n 
m-O 
q > 2 ( 4 . 6 ) 
w h e r e 
<?• 
( - 1 ) 
t 
m r n 
h^ J 
Ct -x) [( '^ ) + O ] dx 
n m m 
n - 1 
= ( - 1 ) m 
m m 
- 1 
For q = 2 we obtain from (4.6) the frequently used Numerov's 
method 
y^ - 2y_ , + y = {f + lOf + f } 
n-1 n-2 12 n n-1 n-2' 
4.2. TRIGONOMETRIC ORDER OF A NUMERICAL METHOD : 
There are many numerical methods available for the 
integration of ordinary differential equations . Only few of 
them , however , take advantage of special properties of the 
solution of that problem which may be known in advance 
Following Gautschi [8] , when the solution of the initial value 
problems are known to be periodic , or to oscillate with a known 
frequency 6) - 2n/T , (T is the known or estimated period of the 
solution) then a class of methods based on trigonometric 
polynomials is particularly appropriate . 
According to Gautschi , a numerical method is said to 
be of trigonometric order q relative to the frequency o) if the 
associated linear difference operator L satisfies 
(a 
L [ 1 ; H ] = 0 , L [ c o s ( r o i t ) ; h] = L^Fs inCro^ t ) ; h] = 0 
r = 1 ,2 , . . . . , q 
L [ c o s ( ( q + l ) a ) t ) ; h] and L [ s i nC(q + l )03t) ; h] ( 4 . 7 
not both identically zero 
where as the algebraic order of a numerical method is p , if and 
only if 
L[t'";h] = 0 r :: 0,1,2, ,p , L[t'^ '^'";h] JT 0 (4.3) 
where L is a linear difference operator associated with the 
numerical method . 
4.3. STIEFEL-BETTIS METHOD : 
Since Cowell's method is based on polynomial 
interpolation , it integrates polynomials upto a certain degree 
exactly , without truncation error . But polynomials are special 
kinds of functions exhibiting properties not ordinarily 
encountered in Celestial Mechanics . Thus by applying Cowell's 
equations for the integration of an obrit we are making implicit 
assumptions which are not satisfied , or at most partially 
satisfied . 
If a circular Keplerian orbit is calculated by a fourth 
or higher order Cowell equation , it will suffer from a numerical 
instability due to the fact that points obtained by numerical 
integration do not stay on the circular orbit but spiral 
inwards . 
Stiefel Bettis [31] by considering the above 
deficiencies of Cowell's method , have developed a modification 
that will perform exact integration of a pure Keplerian orbit 
(not necessarily circular) . 
The differential equations of the unperturbed motion 
(Keplerian motion) are given by 
y^ ' = -y^/r 
2 2 2 2 
r - y + y + y 
1 2 3 
J = 1,2,3 
(4.9) 
are non linear differential equations and are indeed not the 
equations of the harmonic oscillator , which have been considered 
by Stiefel-Bettis . 
Stiefel Bettis method is based on the following 
differences for the solution of (4.2) 
A%(o) ^ h^[f +^ Af(0.5)+/9 A^f(o)+/? A^f(-0.5)+/? A'^f(-l) 
o 1 2 3 4 
+/?^A°f(-1.5)+ ] . . .(4.10) 
Stiefel adopted the coefficients ftls to the frequency o) of the 
considered oscillatory phenomena by requiring that the 
integration formula (4.10) integrate cos(o)t) ,sin(cot) , tcos(ojt), 
tsin(OJt) , etc. , exactly i.e. without truncation errors , 
such that only round off error occur . Below we give coefficients 
of some different orders of Stiefel-8ettis method : 
(i) COEFFICIENTS OF SECOND ORDER INTEGRATIONS : 
A^Y(O) z h^ [fQ + /^ 2 ^^ ^^°^^ (4.11) 
where /?2 = '^'^''^ 
M<y) -2 -2 (sin o - a ^ a -
hiO 
(ii) COEFFICIENTS OF FOURTH ORDER INTEGRATIONS : 
(a) Exact Integration of cos(O) t) , sin((*) t) ,cos(a)^t) 
sin(6) t) of two distinct frequencies Ci) , to 
where 
u - u 
1 2 
u . = 4 sin <y. 
1 1 
ft - (u +u ) 
'3 1 2 
\{a^) - \{a^) 
u. - u 
^ ^ 2 
1^ 2 
u - u 
' ..(4.12) 
hOi:>. 
1 2 
(b) exact integration of cos(tot) , sin(tot) 
i = 1 , 2 
t c o s ( < j O t ) 
t s i n ( 6 ) t ) (Resonance case) 
ft^ = p(a) 
ft^ - up(<y) + X(c) 
ft. ^ - 2up{a) 
ft^ = u p{a) 
' ( 4 . 1 3 ) 
1 -1 ~3 ~3 ~1 
Where p{a) - —— ( s i n a) { ( s i n d) - a ( cos d) \ 
l o 
( i i i ) STIEFEL COEFFICIENTS OF ORDER SIX : 
( a ) For t h e d i s t i n c t f r e q u e n c i e s w , co 03 
ft 
(i-upXCcyp 
+ •: ir-r r + 6 - Cu^-u^Cu^-U3) (^ - ^ ) C u , - u p (i^ -u^ XU3-UP 
X(^,) 
5^ = t^-^-V^3> 6^ (u, -u ) (u -u 
L ^ 1 2^^^ 1 
xc^^p 
) (u -u )Cu -u ) 
3 ' ^ 2 3 ' ' ^ 2 1 ^ 
K-3) 
CU3-u;(U3-u^) ] 
•(u +u^)/3^ - (uj+u u^+uf-u -u )/? + ^^  ^ 
^ 1 2 " 5 ^ 2 1 2 1 1 2 ' " 6 U - U 
'K(jy ) - X(c? ) 
/^ -r - (u u^+u +u^)/?^ + (u u„+u u +u +u )/? + (u +u ) 
' 3 ^ 1 2 1 2 " 5 ^ 1 2 1 2 1 2 ' " 6 ^ 1 2 " ^ \ U - U 1 2 
ft^ - - u u /^3 - (u u +u u -u u )/? + 
2 1 2 ' 5 ^ 1 2 1 2 1 2 ' ' 6 
U XC<7^) -U X(a ) 
1 2 2 l'^ 
1 2 
8 
where u . = 4 s i n o. , O". 
1 1 1 
hoi). 
1 1 , 2 , 3 ( 4 . 1 4 ) 
( b ) Exac t i n t e g r a t i o n o f cos(cot) , s i n ( w t ) , tcos(OJt) 
t s i n ( o o t ) , cos((o t ) , sin(Oi> t ) 
ft. 
Kc ) - x(^  ) 
, [Cl-u)p(a) + (1-u ) -
U ~ U J^ U - U 
/9^ = -2u r i ^ - (3u -2u)/? + PCC') 
ft^ ^ ( u%2u) ft^ + 2 C u ^ u^) /5^ - 2u p(cy) 
u '^3 -^  2u^/?^ u PCC) 
^. . ( 4 . 15 ) 
. 2 . 2 hOiJ Where u = 4 s i n C , u =: 4 s i n c , o -3 3 2 
ho3 
a 
^^  
4.4. MODIFICATIONS OF STIEFEL-BETTIS METHOD : 
M.K.Jain [12] obtained modification of the 
Stiefel-Bettis method which is of trigonometric order one and 
of polynomial order two for the general second order initial 
value problem of a perturbed oscillatory phenomena of the for m 
y" + 00 y = f(t,y,y') 
yCtp = y^ vet,) 
(4.16) 
in which perturbed force f(t,y,y') is much smaller than the 
2 
restoring force co y , w is a constant frequency . By replacing 
differential equation (4.16) with an intro-difference equation we 
have 
yCt^^P - 2cos(20')yCt^) + vCt^.^ 
1 
0) 
t 
r n+1 
Jt 
sin((o(t 
n+1 
T)[g(T) + g(2t^ - T)]dT (4.17) 
which after approximating g(T) by Newton backward difference 
formula , resulting in a difference scheme , which can be written 
as 
2 - 2 . 2 y ^ -2cos(20')y +y , = h C sin 0<Xf +Cl-2X)f +Xf )...(4.1 
n+1 n n-1 ^ n+1 ' n n-1 8 
where 
• • ^ ^ . 2 Sin c 
a 
ha> 
a 
The difference scheme (4.18) has the trigonometric order one and 
polynomial order two . By assuming that the function f(t,y,y') is 
independent of y' and replacing function f in (4.18) by function 
w y + f(t,y) I.e. if we write (4.16) as 
y" - fCt,y) 
10 
then Stiefel-Bettis method can be obtained 
y -2y +y = h^ (Xf +Cl-2X)f +Xf ,) (4.19) 
n+1 n n-1 ^ n+1 ^ ' n n-l' 
M.K.Jain [12] obtained a two step implicit method for the 
initial value problem (4.1) of the form 
n^.r^ ^^ n^-l = ^ 't^Vl^^^-^^^V^VJ 
^ ± i = ^^^±i ' ^ ± i ' ^ ;±i^ ' ^ = ^'^ 
(4.20) 
where 
a 
r.^^ h «-ir. on tC3-u)y - C4-u)y + y^ .] 
n+1 h sin 20' n+1 n n-1 
'' = 7 • r— [ -y , + C4-u)y - C3-u)y 1 
n-1 h sin 2.a ^ u-^l ^ ' n ^ '^n-l'' 
r.. .(4.21) 
a (y y_ , ) - - ^ ( f . . . - f „ , ) 
n h sin 2<y ^  n+1 n-1 20 n+1 n-1 
2 ti)h -2 -2 
u = 4 sin a , a ~ — — , \ = (sin a - a )/4 
which is the modification of the Stiefel-Bettis methods (4.18) 
The method (4.20) has local truncation error of 0(h ) and can be 
written as 
T = - T 7 r ^ [ - 4 5 P ^ ^ \ 135 G p'=^ +75(2G' - G ' ) P ^ * ^ 
n 10800 n n n n n n 
+(-99w^G + 300G" - 300G G')P^^^ - 120H (p ^ ^ ^ + 0(h®) 
n n n n n 
( 4 . 2 2 ) 
where „<m> <m>, . 2 <m-2> , ^ P „ = y ( t ) + c o y ( t ) m > 2 
n n n 
11 
r - ^^ H - - ^ G' - - ^ G" . ^ 
Z 3 
Principal part of (4.22) vanishes for the functions l,t,t ,t , 
sin(oot) , cos(<JL>t) , for i^ ^ o . In the limit as <A) y o a > o 
and X. > 1/12 the Stiefel-Bettis method (4.19) and the method 
(4.20) when f is independent of y' , reduces to the Numerov'';. 
method . 
Jain made Stiefel-Bettis method explicit by using 
(4.17) for (4.18) when the function f is independent of y' , whicti 
can be written as 
. 2 
y - 2cos (2cy)y - y + h^ ^^" '^ f (4.23) 
n+1 n n-1 2 n 
Thus the modified Stiefel-Bettis method (4.18) for f(t,y) may be 
made explicit with the help (4.23) . We have 
. 2 
y , - 2cos(2<?)y - y , + h^ ^ ^ ^ ^ [ X? + ( l - 2 X ) f +Xf ] . ( 4 . 24 i 
n+ l ''n n-1 2 "• n+1 ^ ' n n- l"" 
where y ^ is given by (4.23) . The local truncation error of 
n+1 
(4.24) may be obtained in the form 
6 
- <3> -h , <6> 5 (4) 
L t = -—r- (P - P G ) + 
n 240 ^ n 3 n n"^  
The method (4.23) and (4.24) together are the modified 
Stiefel-Bettis method made explicit and of trigonometric orde-r 
6 
one with local truncation error of 0(h ) 
Recently Jain and Kumar [17] obtained another 
12 
modification of Stiefel-Bettis method which is of trigonometric 
order one and of polynomial order four for differential equation 
(4.1) which can be written as 
y - 2y + y = —— ^^[>- (J + f" ) + '^^f 
' n + i n n - i A ^ i^ n+l n - l 2 n 
+X (f + f ) —k (/(f + 4? + f )] 
3^ n+ l / 2 n - l / z ' 8 3 ^ n+l n n - l " 
T . = f ( t , , y , , y ' 4. ) 
n i l n±i n i l n ± i ' 
•^4. = f ( t . > y + , y \ ) ( 4 . 2 5 ) 
n ± i / 2 ^ n ± i / 2 n ± i / z n ± i / 2 ' 
f =^  f ( t , y , y ' ) 
n n n n 
f ^ f ( t , y , y ' ) 
n n n n 
f 4. = fC t 4. , y 4. , y ' .^  ) 
n±l ^ n±l n±i n ± l ' 
. - 6 ( l - 6 X ) . 4C1-12X) 
w h e r e A . = ^—-r , A. - -4 1-48X ' 3 2 , , . 
a C1-48X) 
. _ 3 [ 2+0- - 2(12+0' )X] 
2 2 , . . 
(y ( 1 - 4 8 X ) 
X . [ l - 3 ( 4 - g ^ ) X ] 
C ( 1 - 48X) 
. . 1 r 1 1 , 03h 
and X = [ - 1 a -
4 . 2 , , 2 •• 2 S i n (<y) <y 
Using the following approximations for y . , y' , y' , and 
n ± l / 2 n n ± i / 2 
13 
y n 2 - (y - y ) 1 
y' = (3y - 4y + y .) 
^n+1 2h ^ n+1 "^  n "^ n-r 
y' = C~y + 4y - 3y .) 
(4.26 
The local truncation error associated with the method 
( 4 . 2 5 ) i s g i v e n by 
6 , 1 1" = h [ -T—— <7X, - 24X f l + 4 0 ( a +a^) + 5a^) - 128X Vy 
n '• 2880 ' 3 2^ ^ 1 2 ' 3 ' l ' n 
<5> 
8 
1 . V ^ N 1 ' 2 > , 
+ 7—r {- ^ , + 24a X „ + 8X VP ] G - , , ^ , , 144 ' 3 1 2 l ' n •" n (10 ) R + 0 ( h ) . . . . ( 4 . 2 7 
where 
< 8) 2 < 6> < 2> ( 2 ) - < 1) < 3 ) . 2 R = 30y - 1356W y + 16r - 2q + 13S - 336Cp - p )co 
n n n n n n n 
<1> (5> , ( 3> -2 P = 3y G + sCy ) H 
n n n n n 
(2> O ) , <4> p = 4y G' + y G 
n n n n n 
P = 30y G" + 15y G' + 6y G - 10(y ) H 
n n n n n n n n n 
G = — s — , H - ;;^— , G - — ; — , etc. 
^ ay-^ dt 
<1) 
n 
<2> 
3(4y^ ) - 5p^ G^ -H C3y^ + p^ - P^ ) G^, 
2i(4y^=^- Sp^^^G" + 14 (Sy ^  ^^ + p' ^^ - P^^^ G'. 
n n ' n "^  "^  n n n '^  n' 
+ Cl2y - 7y 
n n 
<4> ^ 
7p ) G . 
n n 
14 
p'^^ -- 20y^'^ G" ' . ISy^ ' ^G" . 12y;^=^ G' + 2y;^^ G 
•^ n ' n n n n n n n n 
- 20 (y ) H' - lOy y H . 
^ n n n n n 
+ Cl65y - 112P ) G 
^ n n n 
F = - ? ^ . F' ' ' dy ' d t 
! = ['(24 + 2016 (a +a^) + 63a Vy - 672 a p 
n 1 2 v S n i n 
<7> < * > . . ^ ' 1 * 
+ 448a r 
2 n 
- 7a q ] G 3 n n 
q = 45 (5y - 4p )F + 3C7y - 20p ) G ' 
n ^ n n n n n n 
+ C57y + 16CP - P ) ) G , 
n n n n 
a^ ^ (X^ - 8X^/24X2 
a^ = C-23X^ - 4X^ + 112Xp/720X^ 
a , - C-7X^ - 56X^ + i 2 8 X J / ( 3 6 0 X ^ ) 3 3 2 1 ^ 2 ' 
Truncation error (4.27) is of order 8 i.e. 0(h ) When the 
frequency is large the methods which are having both 
trigonometric order and polynomial order provide more accurate 
results , compared to the methods having only polynomial order 
15 
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CHAPTER - 5 
BLOCK EXPLICIT METHODS FOR NON-LINEARLY 
DAMPED OSCILLATORS : 
5.1. INTRODUCTION : 
The novel property of the methods we are discussing in 
this chapter is that of simultaneously producing approximations 
to the solution of general second order initial value problem 
y" = f(t.y,y') 
y(t_) = y_ 
o 
t > t 
O O 
(5.1) 
and the special second order initial value problem 
y" = f(t,y) 
y(t^) = 
o 
t > t 
y'^V = y'o 
(5.2 
at a block of points t , t 
n+l n+2 
t , . These methods 
n+k 
are self starting and permitting easy change of step length 
Their advantage over other methods lie in the fact that they are 
less expensive in terms of function evaluations for given order . 
Block methods first proposed by Milne [27] who 
advocated their use only as a means of obtaining starting values 
for predictor-corrector methods . Collatz [2] also introduced 
these methods for the above purpose . Milne's formulas are based 
on Newton Cote's integration methods . Rosser [28] developed 
Milne's proposals into algorithms for general use . Also Rosser 
emphasised that it is often not advantageous to reduce the 
systems of higher order equations to a system of first order 
equations . For higher order equations one can use special 
formulas which are more efficient . 
To start a Block method we need the values of 'y ' and 
o 
< . , ' ' y ' .We keep on adding new points and improving upon the values 
o 
at the previous points , till the solution at all the points in 
a block obtained to the same order of accuracy . After completion 
of one block we take 
t^  < — t , y < — y , y' *— y' ^ '^^ *— f 
o n o n o n o n 
where 'n' can be 3 or 4 or 5 or more , and repeat the 
calculations from the beginning till the end point of the 
interval of integration is reached . 
5.2. BLOCK EXPLICIT METHODS FOR Y" = F(T.Y): 
Chrakravarti and Worland [1] have given n-point block 
explicit methods of order 'n' for n = 3 to lO for the direct 
integration of (4.2) . They observed that following this approach 
higher order methods can easily be constructed . We need only the 
values of 'y ' and 'y' ' to get the block started . The six point 
o o 
block explicit method based on lO function evaluations per block 
is given as 
f = fCt ,y ) 
h^ - -
y = y + hy' + f , f - f C t . , y , ) 
h^ - - -y = y + 2hy' + C2f + 4f ) , f^ = t C t ^ , y ^ ) 2 0 0 3 0 1 2 2 2 
^ = o^ ^ ^^ ; ^  iT ^^ o^ ^ ^^ - V ' ^ = '^\''? 
h^ = - - -
y , - y ^ + 3hy ' + - — C9f + 18f - 9 f ) , f = f ( t y ) 
3 o O 8 O 1 2 3 3 3 
y^ = y^ + 4hy^ + ^ ^ ( 5 6 f ^ + 192f ^ + 4 8 f 2 + 6 4 f p , 
f ^ f ( t ^ , y p 
y^ = y + 2hy ' +—-— C 53f +144f - 30f + 16f - 3f ) , 2 0 O 9 0 O 1 2 3 4^ 
f , = f ( t ^ , y j 
h^ 
^ = y^ + 3 h y ; + ^ ^ C l 4 7 f ^ + 468f ^ + 5 4 f ^ + 60f - 9 f ) , 
3 4' 
y^ = y^ + 5hy^ + -jgg- (475f^ + ISOOf^ + ySOf^ + SOOf^ + 375f ) , 
^5 = " - ^ - " ^ 
h^ y - y + 5hy ' + ^ 3 0 5 0 f + 11875 f , + 2500 f^ + 6250f + 
^5 Q Q 2016^ O 1 2 3 
1250f^ + 2 7 5 f p , fg - f C t ^ . y p 
p^2 
hy' = hy' + (95f + 375f + 250f^ + 250f^ + 375f^ + 95f^) 
^5 Q 288 ^ Q 1 2 3 4 5 
(5.3) 
In this method we keep adding new points and improving 
upon the values at the previous points , till the solution at all 
points in a block is obtained to the same order of accuracy . y' 
will be calculated at the last point of the block . Method (5.3) 
has an accuracy of order six . When calculation of one block is 
completed , we take 
^^ *• ^c ' y,^  *• ^c ' y^ *• ^c ' •f^  *• c^ 
o 5 0 S O S o 5 
and repeat the calculations from the beginning till the end point 
of the interval of integration is reached . 
Another Block explicit method has been developed 
recently by Kumar [22] for the equation (5.2) . The three point 
block explicit method of Kumar which is of trigonometric order 
one , polynomial order one , is given by 
^1 ^ ^o -^  ^ ^ y ; ^ ^10*^% ' 'i~-^^\'^? ^^-^^^ 
^1"-v^^y;^^'^^oV^2l^"^22V ' \--^c\^y,y--(^-^c) 
y' + h(/? f + /? f + /? f ). 
^O '^ 30 O ' 31 1 32 2'' (5.4d) 
where a's , ot. .'s and /?. .'s are obtained by making 
1 iJ iJ 
(5.4a) exact for y(t) = 1 
io>t 
(5.4b) exact for y(t) :: 1 , t , e iojt 
, ^ 2 i.u)t 
(5.4c) and (5.4d) exact for y(t) = 1 , t , t , e 
'.(5.5) 
w 
here Oi is the frequency associated with the given initial value 
problem (5.2) . This method has trigonometric order one and 
polynomial order one and as O) > o it has polynomial order 3 
Kumar [22] has derived n-point block explicit methods 
for n - 3 to 6 of trigonometric order one and polynomial order 
(n-2) for the direct integration of (5.1) . 
5.3. BLOCK EXPLICIT METHODS FOR Y" = F(T,Y,Y'): 
Kumar [22] has obtained series of block explicit 
methods for (5/l) which are (i) of polynomial order and (ii ; 
trigonometric order . He showed that for problems (both linear 
and non-linear with or without first derivative terms) with large 
frequency , the methods having trigonometric order produce more 
accurate results . 
5.3.1. BLOCK EXPLICIT METHODS OF TRIGONOMETRIC ORDER FOR 
Y" = F(T,Y,Y'): 
The 3 point block explicit method of trigonometric 
order for (5.1) can be written as 
f ^ r f ( t , y , Y ' ) O O O Q 2 
- s i n 2a , 2 s m a ^ 
y r y + h y + h f 
2a 
y[ = COS20' y l + h ;:733- f ^ , f , = f ( t ^ , y ^ , y ^ ) 
1 •'o 20' o 1 ^ 1 1 1 
y = y + 2hy ' + h ( a ^ ^ f + a , 7 j 
^2 o o ^ lO o 11 1 
" l = ^O * "^^i ^ " ' ^°20^<, " °21^1 " " '22^2 ' 
y ' = y ' + h(/? ^ f + /•? f + /? ? ) , " ^ f ( t ,y , y ' ) 
^1 ^O ^' 20 O ' 21 1 ' 22 2"^  1 ^ 1 1 1 ' 
y = y + 2hy ' + h (a ^f + a T + a f ) 
^2 O ^O ^ 30 O 31 1 32 2^ 
y ' = y ' + h ( ^ ^ f + /? f* + ft f" ) , " - f ( t ,y , y ' ) 
^2 O ^' ZO O ' 31 1 ' 32 2 ' 2 ^ 2 2 2'' 
y = y + h y ' + h C o i ^ f +01 T + a T ) 
^ 1 0 'o ^ 20 O 21 1 22 2 ' 
y ' = y ' + h(/? ^ f + / ? " + / ? " ) , f - fCt ,y , y ' ) 
1 O ^' 20 O ' 2 1 1 ' 22 2^ ^ 1 ^ 1 "^  1 ' 1^ 
y = y + 2hy ' + h ( o ( ^ f +c» f + a ~ ) 
^2 O ^O ^ 30 O 31 1 32 2^ 
y' = y ' + h(ft ^ f +/? f +/? ? ) 
^2 O ^' 30 O ' 31 1 ' 32 2'' 
. . . . ( 5 . 6 ) 
a>h 
where a - 2 
For determining coefficients in addition to the 
coefficient given in (5.5) , the remaining coefficients are given 
sin 2a 
by ft 
11 a 
aG 
ft -- r ^ sino^_] 
22 ^ . 2 4a cos ai 
I. 2sin a J 
^ s m a . 
^21 - 2a cos a ' ^^22 ^ ° " 2^ 
^20 ^ ^ - ^^ 21 - ^22 
a = 32 
a -31 
' \ ' 2 . 2 
L s m & 
G 4 
s i n 2a "^52 
2 
COS Cf 
2 
c o s 20' 
' G 
s i n 2<y 
kc - sin kc , v^  
ot -, =2-a -a where G, = , k i 2 30 31 32 k 2 40-
(5.7) 
5.3.2. BLOCK EXPLICIT METHODS OF POLYNOMIAL ORDER FOR 
Y" = F(T,Y,Y'): 
The three point block explicit method of polynomial 
order for the solution of (5.1) which is same as the method 
discussed in section 5.3.1 when u y o . This method can be 
written as 
y; = y; + hf^ , f^ = ^ ^ S ' ^ ' ^ P 
y^  = y; -^  2h7^ , ?^  . ^ Ct^,y2,yp 
h^ - -
y = y + hy' + (7f + 6f - f ") 1 o o 24 ^ o 1 2' 
h 
1 - ; * i ^ « " ^ o " ^ ^ - V • 'i''^\~i~? y, = y 
2 
"2 = ^o ^ 2hy; + ^ C2f^ . 4fp 
"2 -• ^; " ^  ^ ^O " ^ "l " V ' "2 ~  ^CS'"2'"P 
^2 
y := y + 2hy' + — - C2f + 4f,) 
y' - y' + - ^ ( f + 4f + " ) 
^ 2 0 3 ^ 0 1 2' 
(5.8) 
When the method (5.8) is applied to the test equation 
y" + 20ty' + (fy - 0 , cn,f3 > 0 a + ft > 0 (5.9) 
we obtain the characteristic equation of the form 
ACH^,Hp?^ + BCH^,H^X + CCH^.H^) = 0 (5.10) 
where H = oth , H ~ fth 1 2 
It is found that for H = 0 , the root ?. , i := 1,2 of (5.10) arc 
complex and of magnitude one , and for H - o , the root ? ~ 1 , 
2 '1 
I ? j < 1 , method (5.8) has interval of periodicity and 
interval of weak stability . 
l# ) r . . , . •• • 
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